
RICHA CHADHA-ALI FAZAL
MOVE IN TOGETHER; ACTRESS
CALLS HIM 'FUN' HOUSEMATE

TO WATCH ALL THE LATEST GOSSIP IN ENTERTAINMENT,WATCH CHANNEL Y ROGERS 857, BELLFIBE 828, TELUS 2418

COMEDIAN BHARTI SINGH,
HUSBAND HAARSH LIMBACHIYAA
GRANTED BAIL IN DRUGS CASE

SANA KHAN CHANGES HER NAME
AFTER GETTING MARRIED TO MUFTI
ANAS, MORE WEDDING PICS OUT

SANJANA SANGHI JOINS ADITYA ROY KAPUR
IN OM – THE BATTLE WITHIN

TWINKLE KHANNA DEFENDS THOSE PUBLICISING
CHARITABLE ACTS: ‘IF IT ENCOURAGES OTHERS
TO BE KIND THEN WHY NOT?’

MAKING OF THE HULK: MARCUS STOINIS

WHILE BHARTI SINGH WAS ARRESTED ON
SATURDAY, HAARSH WAS TAKEN INTO

CUSTODY ON SUNDAY. THE NCB TOLD THE
ESPLANADE COURT THAT THE TWO HAVE

CONFESSED TO CONSUMING GANJA.

Bhumi Pednekar on working during the
pandemic: Every day has to be a new day,

should be taken in its own stride

SANJANA SANGHI, WHO MADE HER DEBUT WITH SUSHANT SINGH RAJPUT-STARRER DIL BECHARA EARLIER THIS YEAR, WILL STAR IN
UPCOMING ACTION THRILLER OM – THE BATTLE WITHIN. THE KAPIL VERMA DIRECTORIAL FEATURES ADITYA ROY KAPUR IN THE LEAD ROLE.
SANJANA SAID THAT OM FELT LIKE THE RIGHT SCRIPT FOR HER SECOND FILM AFTER THE ROMANTIC DIL BECHARA, WHERE HER TURN AS A YOUNG
WOMAN BATTLING WITH CANCER WAS MUCH APPRECIATED. “GETTING TO DELVE INTO THE ACTION GENRE SO EARLY ON, IS SOMETHING I VIEW AS AN
ABSOLUTE HONOUR. AFTER EXPLORING MANY SCRIPTS AND POSSIBILITIES FOR A WHILE, OM FELT JUST RIGHT SINCE IT WAS THE SPECTRUM JUMP
I WAS LOOKING FOR IN TERMS OF THROWING MYSELF INTO AN ENTIRELY UNCHARTED TERRITORY OF A BIG COMMERCIAL ACTIONER BEING EXECUTED
IN A NEVER-SEEN-BEFORE WAY THAT IS GOING TO PRESENT ME WITH NEW & EXCITING CHALLENGES,” SANJANA SAID IN A STATEMENT.

DECKED UP FOR DIWALI CELEBRATIONS,
ANUSHKA SHARMA EXUDED RADIANCE AS
SHE DAZZLED IN AN ELEGANT WHITE OUT-
FIT AS SHE HID HER BABY BUMP WITH THE
HELP OF HER BEAUTIFUL DUPATTA.

SANA KHAN HAS NOW CHANGED HER NAME
TO SAIYED SANA KHAN AFTER GETTING

MARRIED TO MUFTI ANAS

As the unlock phase commenced and film shootings resumed, Bhumi
Pednekar was one of the first few actors to star t working. She shot for
a few ads and finished shooting for her upcoming thriller Durgamati
that releases on the web. Happy to be facing the camera after a long
break, Pednekar, however, is very cautious and is going by the book
when it comes to taking care of herself and people around her.
“The idea is to be as safe as possible, to maintain social distancing
while you are working. Make sure you keep washing your hands,
wear a mask and sanitise. I get myself tested every time I am shoot-
ing given that as per guidelines you need be sure that you don’t have
the virus so to avoid possible spreading,” she says.
That’s not it, as Pednekar also gets people around her tested, which
includes her staff too. She believes in th mantra that the more one
abides by rules, the more it’s better to keep the surrounding safe.

Even as the debate over whether to broadcast one’s charitable side or be
discreet about it continues, actor-turned-author Twinkle Khanna feels that
there is no harm in publicising acts of kindness. She was responding to a
tweet by author Kiran Manral criticising those who announce their humani-
tarian gestures on social media. Defending such people, Twinkle said, “I am
not so sure. If it encourages others to be kind than why not? And really a
competition between who is more generous and is helping those in need is
better for everyone than any other sor t of competition:).” Kiran’s original tweet
read, “Folks putting their acts of kindness up on the TL like a badge of honour. The
true act of kindness is the one you never speak about, but carry within you as a
memory of how once, you were blessed enough to be able to help someone.”
Twinkle’s husband, actor Akshay Kumar, contributed Rs 25 crore to the Prime
Minister’s Citizen Assistance and Relief in Emergency Situations (PM CARES)
fund set up for relief efforts during the Covid-19 pandemic. She had lauded his
gesture on Twitter and written, “The man makes me proud.

That afternoon in 2015, Marcus Stoinis was about to catch a flight to India for
a cricket tour. The previous night, his cancer-stricken father Chris felt dehy-
drated and went downstairs for a drink. Weak and dizzy, he passed out on the floor,
where Stoinis, his sister, and mother found him six hours later, lying with a broken
nose in a pool of blood. “I spend two hours in the hospital, go home, pack my bags,
and flew to India that afternoon. 100 per cent I didn’t want to go to India, I didn’t want
to be on that plane. But I know if I am going, I have to make it really wor th it. I did
really well personally and proved a lot to myself. That’s when true mental tough-
ness comes in, your ability to lock into a task, ability to get most of yourself when
you feel like you can’t,” Stoinis shares in a podcast, hosted by kids from his old
school, Hale, this April. There had been many such moments with his father, who
battled cancer for a decade before he died in November 2017. Stoinis was playing
in a domestic match when his cousin landed up at the ground.
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'SHUBHAARAMBH': IS DEEPIKA PADUKONE HINTING
AT JOINING SHAH RUKH KHAN ON 'PATHAAN' SETS?

'Indoo Ki Jawani' trailer:
Kiara Advani is in a dilemma

for Aditya Seal's love

One of the films from YRF 50 - 50 years of the production company's
celebrations - was expected to be the announcement of 'Pathaan'. The
movie, according to repor ts, stars Shah Rukh Khan, Deepika Padukone
and John Abraham in the lead roles.
Shah Rukh Khan was spotted on the sets of a movie a few days back.
The film is believed to be 'Pathaan'. The latest repor ts suggest that
Deepika Padukone has also joined Shah Rukh Khan on the sets on
Monday. The actress has indeed lef t a cryptic post hinting at the
same. She wrote, 'Shubhaarambh' as her Instagram story.
For the uninformed, Shah Rukh Khan had not officially announced any
new project since two years. The actor was repor tedly shooting for
Rakesh Sharma biopic, tentatively titled 'Saare Jahaan Se Accha' but

did not continue the project.
More so, Shah Rukh Khan and Deepika Padukone have not joined
hands since they worked on two Farah Khan movies - 'Om Shanti
Om' and 'Happy New Year', and Rohit Shetty's 'Chennai Express'.
'Om Shanti Om' marked Deepika's debut in Bollywood.
'Pathaan' would be the first movie that the actress would work on
with Shah Rukh Khan since her wedding to actor and co-star Ranveer
Singh. Deepika recently shot for Shakun Batra's untitled film oppo-
site Siddhant Chaturvedi and Ananya Panday. They had all celebrated
Diwali together and were back on sets soon after.
On the other hand, Shah Rukh Khan's name is currently linked to a
project by Raj & DK, Atlee and Rajkumar Hirani, apar t from 'Pathaan'.

The trailer of 'Indoo Ki Jawani', featuring Kiara Advani and
Aditya Seal in the lead roles, has been unveiled some time
back. It is the age-old story of an Indian meeting a Paki-
stani. In this case, Kiara plays the Indian woman while
Aditya is seen as the Pakistani man.
Mallika Dua plays the role of a friend who teaches Kiara
how to be more sensuous in life. As fate had it, she turned
her sensual self on Aditya, who, as she discovers, is a
Pakistani. What was to happen next? Things turned awry
and Indira Gupta ur ff Indoo is not the same anymore.
'Indoo Ki Jawani' was in news a day back for the movie got
a confirmed release date. The film featuring Kiara Advani
and Aditya Seal in the lead roles, will now release in the-
atres with 50% occupancy due to COVID-19, on December
11. Alongside a poster of the film, Kiara wrote, "It’s Hap-
pening!!! #IndooKiJawani in cinemas near you on 11th De-
cember 2020." The actor is seen as a girl from Ghaziabad
who has her share of misadventures with the dating apps.
'Indoo Ki Jawani' is directed by Abir Sengupta and produced
by T Series, Emmay Enter tainment and Electric Apples.
Kiara was last seen as the female lead in 'Laxmmi', which
released digitally, on Disney+Hotstar. Akshay Kumar played
the male lead in the movie. Sharad Kelkar's cameo in the
film was also much-appreciated.
Advani has also bagged 'Bhool Bhulaiyaa 2' opposite Kar tik
Aaryan. The fate of the film is yet to be sealed.

KASHMERA SHAH SHARES CRYPTIC NOTE ON 'MOTHERHOOD'
AFTER GOVINDA'S REMARKS AGAINST KRUSHNA ABHISHEK

The feud between actor Govinda and his nephew, Krushna Abhishek, shows no sign of abating. Now, Krushna's wife Kashmera Shah has
posted a cryptic statement on Instagram just a day after Govinda posted a statement, addressing alleged "defamatory comments" by his
nephew.  Taking to Instagram, Kashmera posted a picture snuggling her son and wrote, "Life does not come with an instruction guide but
it comes with a Mother and as a Mother it’s my job to protect you and make you my priority number one. As a mother, it’s my job to cause
you no harm and keep your best interests at heart. As a mother my hear t pains to see you in pain and I feel useless that I can’t take your pain
away from you."  She further added, "However, I can take those things and people away that cause you that pain. As a mother, I promise to Never let people use
You for their personal agenda. I promise to Never let them belittle your presence in my life. You will soon learn as you grow up that no matter how
young one is Mighty People will Stoop at Nothing to Use you. But as long as I am Alive and even beyond that I will protect you from all
selfishness of this world. Your Mother Kashmera Shah Sharma @krushna30 @ar tisingh5 @rishaabchauhaan #motherslove
#mothersworld #motherknowsbest #momsunite #baby #babyboy #sons #mylife #mypriority #mynumberone."
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Himanshi Khurana calls out Air
India for 'worst service ever'

M O V I E  R E V I E W

Ludo comes across as a story that is
refreshing and charming at the same time

CAST:  PANKAJ TRIPATHI, ADITYA ROY KAPOOR,

ABHISHEK BACHCHAN, SANYA MALHOTRA,

RAJKUMMAR RAO, FATIMA SANA SHAIKH

DIRECTION: ANURAG BASU

RATING - 3/5

Ludo is life and life is ludo… Human beings are just different-coloured
tokens on the board of life. Who holds the dice of their fate? That’s not
just a dialogue, but an overview of the film. Four different stories
interconnected by a dice!
Much like the game of ludo, the protagonists (Aditya Roy Kapoor,
Abhishek Bachachan, Rajkummar Rao and Rohit Saraf) are intro-
duced with a colour of the game in the background. An eccentric
criminal, Pankaj Tripathi, is the dice-roller. The first 15 minutes of the
film may confuse you, but don’t let it deter you from watching it be-
cause you are sure to get hooked. Replete with twists and turns, each
better than the other, the film continues to get as unpredictable as the
game of ludo. It’s crazy, it’s funny, it makes you happy, sad, angry;
occasionally even puzzles, but this roller-coaster ride never bores
you. Anurag Basu has a distinct style of filmmaking and with each
film he redefines the ar t of storytelling. Master fully directed, the screen-
play of Ludo, streaming on Netflix, is top-notch and so is its cinema-
tography.
A ventriloquist, Akash (Aditya) chances upon a sex tape that could
ruin his ex-girlfriend’s (Sanya Malhotra) wedding. Once a criminal,
Bittu (Abhishek) is released from jail after six years to find out that his
wife and daughter have moved on. Alok aka Alu, who runs a dhaba, is
in love with his school-time sweethear t Pinky (Fatima Sana Shaikh),
but has taken upon himself to rescue her husband! An unlucky sales-
man, Rahul (Rohit Saraf) and a Malayali nurse, Sheeja (Pearle), are

having a hard time at work where they are bullied and teased. These
two get into trouble as they get hold of a suitcase full of money. In a
dramatic, haphazard turn of events, all these characters with no com-
mon links cross paths and their meeting point it Sattu bhaiya (Pankaj
Tripathi).
Even after so many characters, everyone gets enough screen time
and none outshines the other. They bring thrill, emotions, drama and
romance into the 150 minutes of run-time, a bit lengthy but wor th it.
Each actor has delivered a brilliant per formance. Abhishek Bachchan’s
agony will bring tears to your eyes. Without too many dialogues, he
expresses the pain of his character with great depth. Aditya Roy Kapoor
is ever -so charming. His selflessness melts your hear t. Sanya
Malhotra conveys the conflict of a small-town girl with enormous
dreams, an identifiable character for many. Fatima Sana Shaikh as a
doting wife will bring a smile to your face. Rohit Saraf and Pearle
Maaney are hilarious.
However, the two who steal the show are Pankaj Tripathi and
Rajkummar Rao. Their comic timing is impeccable! Pankaj as the
villain is in full form and Rajkummar as a Mithun clone proves his
mettle yet again. A bundle of surprise is the youngest member of the
cast — Inayat Verma as Mini. She is a natural and will make you fall
in love. Add to this deadly combo some situational songs and it makes
for a complete package!

'DEEPIKA PADUKONE MAKES THE CHARACTER BELIEVABLE':
SIDDHANT CHATURVEDI ALL PRAISES FOR HIS CO-STAR

After making his Bollywood debut with Gully Boy back in 2019, Siddhant has signed numerous films in quick succession. He has Bunty
Aur Babli 2, Phone Booth and also Shakun Batra's directorial. The actor is working with leading actors and producers of the film industry.
Moreover, he also proved his mettle with Inside Edge as well as Gully Boy. In Shakun's film, Siddhant is star ring alongside Deepika
Padukone and Ananya Panday.
During an interaction with Mumbai Mir ror, Chaturvedi was asked about shooting experience with Deepika. He stated, "She submits
herself completely and makes the character believable. I am living out my dream in every possible way."
Talking about Shakun's way of filmmaking, Siddhant shared, "The scale is quite big and Shakun is trying to push the boundaries of Indian
cinema. This film is in that space. Shakun and Zoya Akhtar come from the same school of filmmaking, but both have their own vision."
Earlier in an interview, Deepika also praised Shakun and his way of filmmaking. She had said, "I love the kind of film he (Shakun) enjoys
watching as a person and as a director, films that he is influenced by and they are the kinds of films I have always enjoyed watching as
an audience and as an actor, the kind of films that I love being a par t of which is just people and relationships." The actor added, "The idea
is simple but it's really about moments and things like that. Which is why I am looking forward to this film because it's exactly that. I mean
yes, of course, there is a story and a narrative but every scene is delicious and there is so much for us to do in it."

'Bigg Boss 13' contestant Himanshi Khurana has called
out Air India on her social media handles. She tagged
them for 'worst service ever', while warning her fans not
to book their flights, for they end up cancelling it.
"Don’t ever book air India flight.. normal people are crying
and shouting over here their children r crying worst ser-
vices ever they cancelled flights at last moment when u
don’t hv any last resor t to reach ur destination.. they r
asking people to sleep over chairs.. book another flight
koi last option ni passengers ki koi help ni they had man-
nerless ground staff @airindia," Himanshi wrote over a
common text that she shared on her verified social media
handles. "Plz they are making people fool more then 7-8
flights jiske log airpor t pe suffer kar rahe........ media ko
ye issue dikhane chaiye jaha log actually suffer kar rahe
@airindia.in," she shared on Instagram. The Punjabi singer
and actress also took to Twitter and wrote, "Worst ser-
vices frm @airindiain. Dey dnt evn hv proper knowledge
about their own airline..dey r giving “wahiyaat” accuses
to people dat they dnt hv enough aircrafts.. flights bina
prior info k early take off kr jaati hai..wo b atleast 4 hrs
pehle..or log yha bachon k saath rote h." The team at Air
India got in touch with Himanshi. They shared, "Dear Ms
Himanshi, Kindly DM the flight number and issue faced
for us to update concerned team for necessary assis-
tance," followed by, "Dear Ms. Khurana , please accept
our sincere apologies for this experience. As checked with
our Delhi team, checkin is done on next flight tomor row.
Our Delhi Airpor t team will be in touch with you for any
assistance required. Please allow us to re earn your trust."

Comedian Bharti Singh,
husband Haarsh Limbachiyaa

granted bail in drugs case

After sending to 14-day judicial custody by Mumbai-based
cour t, couple Bhar ti Singh and Haarsh Limbachiyaa granted
bail on Monday. The comedian couple was arrested over
the weekend by Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) after
marijuana was procured at their home and office. Bhar t i
and Haarsh also confirmed that they consumed 'ganja'
and were ar rested on Saturday and Sunday respectively.
Their house and office were raided on Saturday after which
they were grilled by the NCB.  As per ANI, NCB on Monday
filed its replies on bail pleas of Bhar ti Singh and Haarsh
Limbachiyaa. "The NCB will file its replies on comedian
Bhar ti Singh and her husband Haarsh Limbachiyaa`s bail
pleas today. As I am busy with other cases today, we will
request for some other date of argument," Special public
prosecutor Atul Sarpande said. The couple was sent to judicial
custody till December 4 by Mumbai's Esplanade Court on Sunday.
"Charges of consumption of drugs have been invoked against them,"
said Sameer Wankhede, Zonal Director of the NCB, Mumbai.NCB on
Saturday raided the production office and house of comedian Bharti
Singh and recovered 86.5 grams of ganja (cannabis) from both
places. The NCB had earlier raided a place in Khar Danda
area and nabbed a trafficker aged 21 years with various drugs
including 15 blots of LSD (commercial quantity), ganja (40 grams),
and Nitrazepam (psychotropic medicines). In follow up and in cor-
roboration with previous inputs, the NCB raided the production office
and house of comedian Bhar ti Singh.

Zaira Wasim requests fan pages to
take down her photos, says 'trying

to start new chapter in life'
Former film actor Zaira Wasim on Saturday urged social
media fan pages that were sharing or had previously
shared her photos to take them down and not keep sharing
them, adding that she was trying to star t a new chapter in
her life and was therefore asking for a 'little favour'.
The national award-winning actor, who disassociated her-
self from Bollywood in 2019, took to her verified Instagram
handle to make the request. In a series of photos, Zaira
made the request and said " it was because of the care
and consideration that all her fans have always shown
that she had a little favour to ask from all of them". "Hello
everyone!! I want to just take a moment to thank each of
you for the constant love and kindness you have show-
ered me with. Y'all have been a constant source of love
and strength, thank you for being there to suppor t me
through everything (sic)," she wrote. "It was because of
this care and consideration that y'all have always shown
that I have a little favour to ask from all of you. I request
you to please take down my pictures from your accounts
and ask other fan pages to do the same," she added.
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KANGANA RANAUT, SISTER
RANGOLI MOVE BOMBAY HC TO
QUASH MUMBAI POLICE'S FIR

Happy birthday Salim Khan: When legendary screenwriter
refused to talk to producers for son Salman Khan

M O V I E  R E V I E W

CHHALAANG: A LEAP TO NOWHERE

CAST:   RAJKUMMAR RAO, NUSHRAT

BHARUCHA, JATIN SARNA, MOHAMMED

ZEESHAN AYYUB, SAURABH SHUKLA

DIRECTION: HANSAL MEHTA

RATING - 2/5

One who doesn't believe in ghosts get the taste of it — a popular
formula done before and not dusted yet. Yes, Laxmii cannot just be
dusted off as it's the official Hindi remake of Tamil horror-comedy
flick Kanchana. Akshay Kumar stepped into the shoes of Raghava
Lawrence, who not only played the lead but also helmed the original
film. When the trailer was dropped we got to see everything but not
who the actual transgender was, the role originally played by R.
Sarathkumar in Tamil film.
The plot star ts with Akshay Kumar and his wife Kiara Advani being
called by her mother to pay a visit for the 25th wedding anniversary.
Her parents' anniversary and Kiara's elder brother's role is played by
Manu Rishi and wife Ashwini Kalsekar (Ummm... something to think
about). Akshay plays the role of Asif, a Muslim guy who finds it hard
to get accepted by Kiara's family. But that wasn't an impor tant ele-
ment at all. He comes, he conquers their hearts and gets possessed
by a transgender's spirit in no time.  It is a visual treat to watch
Akshay turn into Laxmii as those were the most enjoyable moments
of the film.
The initial build-up of showing spookiness can be scary for a minus-
cule number of people who are not into horror movies at all. The film
tries to become a comedy flick with over-the-top acting by the cast
and not-so-funny one-liners. Well, Kanchana was also all about that!
Raghava Lawrence forayed into Bollywood with his forte of horror-

comedy but Kanchana is a decade-old formula. Bollywood redefined
horror-comedy with Stree released in 2018 which set a high bench-
mark for the genre. The film's only X-factor is Akshay Kumar and
watching him in a different space. The female lead Kiara Advani has
nothing much to do but her cherubic look and subtle face bring calm-
ing moments in the film.
The biggest surprise of Laxmii is Sharad Kelkar, the OG Laxmi! He
will leave you amazed and impressed from the word 'go'. The actor
once again proved that he is an underrated gem. We wish there was
some more screen space for Sharad and his strong act as Laxmi.
Dialogues play an impor tant role in a hor ror -comedy flick with
punchlines and one-liners and Farhad Samji is the mastermind be-
hind Laxmii. But we have seen better of him in many blockbusters.
Talking about songs, 'Bam Bholle' is highly energizing and Akshay is
a cherry on the top. The five-minute-long sequence is well shot and
deserves a theatre watch.
Kanchana, however, the content was highly enjoyable for its slap-
stick approach but Laxmii lacks in it.
Not so horrific, not so comic maketh Akshay Kumar the only saviour
of the not-so-ticking bomb!

Bollywood superstar Salman Khan is often found speaking fondly about his
father Salim Khan, who turns 85-year-old on his bir thday today. More recently,
Salman had narrated an incident - of how his father - the legendary scriptwriter
- refused to help him with work. Salman was talking about nepotism on the
show 'Bigg Boss 14' during a 'Weekend Ka Vaar' episode. He spoke about nepo-
tism - an accusation that the show's contestant Rahul Vaidya made on his co-
contestant Jaan Kumar Sanu, who is now evicted from the house. Salman was
narrating an incident about how he is an example of having easy access to the film
fraternity but making it completely on his own. While talking about the incident, Salman had
said, "My father Salim Khan had access to producers. They all used to come and
visit our house. I wanted to become an actor at that time, so I approached him and asked him to talk to one of the producers." Salman said
that his father turned down the request for a very simple reason. "He said no, I can ask them to cast you, but then you would never know what success
tastes like. What is the use of such a talent if you have to pitch it to others? Let your talent speak for yourself. They would automatically come and visit you." As luck
had it, Salman indeed became a superstar with scripts waiting at his doorstep. In fact, the actor himself turned a producer and opened up his
production house called Salman Khan Films, which has produced most Salman Khan movies, including 'Bajrangi Bhaijaan', 'Tiger Zinda
Hai', 'Bharat' and 'Dabangg 3'. Salman's upcoming movie 'Radhe: Your Most Wanted Bhai' is also bankrolled by Salman Khan Films. His
films af ter that, including 'Kabhi Eid Kabhi Diwali', are also bankrolled under his banner.

Bollywood actor Kangana Ranaut and her sister Rangoli
Chandel moved Bombay High Court on Monday in the on-
going case against them. The sisters were accused of
inciting communal violence and an FIR was lodged against
them with the Mumbai Police. Kangana and Rangoli have
challenged the order of the magistrate court in Bandra,
which was passed on October 16. The sisters were sum-
moned by the Bandra police for the third time on Novem-
ber 23-24. Kangana was summoned for November 23 and
Rangoli for November 24. These are the third summons to
the sisters after they failed to appear before the police
officials on November 10, and November 11 and before
that between October 26-27. The sisters had missed the
two summons since they were busy with their brother
Aksht's wedding preparations. On October 17, after taking
cognisance of Munnawaral aka Sahil Ahsrafali Sayyed's
complaint, upon the direction of the Bandra Metropolitan
Magistrate J.Y. Ghule, an FIR was registered against the
siblings. In his FIR, Bollywood casting director and fitness trainer,
Sayyed had accused the two of spreading communal hatred, defam-
ing the film industry, por traying the people working in it in a bad light
with claims of nepotism, drug addiction, communal bias, attempting
to drive a wedge between artistes of different communities, call-
ing them murderers, insulting religions, etc, on the social
media and through public statements. It said that the Bandra police
station did not take cognizance of the offence, after which the com-
plainant moved the court. Later, an FIR was registered against Kangana
Ranaut and Rangoli Chandel at Bandra police station under charges
of sedition and promoting enmity between different groups on grounds
of religion. The case has been registered under Section 124 A (sedi-
tion), 153-A (promoting enmity between different groups on grounds
of religion, race, place of birth, residence, language, prejudicial to
maintenance of harmony) and 295-A (deliberate and mali-
cious acts, intended to outrage religious feelings by in-
sulting its religion) of the Indian Penal Code (IPC).

RICHA CHADHA-ALI FAZAL MOVE
IN TOGETHER; ACTRESS CALLS

HIM 'FUN' HOUSEMATE
Richa Chadha has been sharing a few posts on her Instagram
page wherein she is packing her stuff and moving in with beau
and actor Ali Fazal. Now, the couple is finally living in together
and Richa shared her excitement on the same. For the uniniti-
ated, Richa and Ali were set to tie the knot this year but due to the
coronavirus pandemic, the couple has postponed their wedding
indefinitely. Thus, they have decided to live under the same roof until
then. Talking about the same, Richa told Mumbai Mirror, "The lease
on my previous apartment had expired in March but the lockdown
postponed the shift." They are living in an apartment which has a
beautiful sea-view.  When asked about how is Ali as a housemate,
Richa shared, "He is fun, and unlike most boys, likes to help around.
He chose the curtains without fuss; luckily, our aesthetics match for
the most par t. It’s good to finally be able to make decisions
together, right from what soap to buy to which maid to hire. Ali is
a better cook, especially when it comes to continental cuisine.
When we went grocery shopping, his bag was bigger than mine.
I enjoy organic farming and here we have a space to grow a
kitchen garden of our own, which he is helping me with."

Anushka Sharma's pregnancy
glow complements her pastel
outfit; continues with shoot

Anushka Sharma is all set to welcome her first child in
January 2021 with Indian skipper Virat Kholi, however,
before Anushka commits to motherhood, she is in Mumbai,
busy completing her brand commitments.
Today, Anushka shared a picture, presumably from the set
as she looked radiant and super fit. The pictures were
clicked in Mumbai's Film City. The pregnant actress is all
set to finish back to back shoots in the next two weeks and
is set to return to shooting films from May 2021.
Dressed in a nude coloured dress, Anushka glowed in the
pictures which she captioned with a simple, "hey". Re-
cently, Anushka had also shared a story of her team
dressed in PPE kits owing to the coronavirus pandemic. In
the picture, Anushka's team can be seen sporting PPE kits
and masks, taking all necessary and precautionary steps
on the sets while the gorgeous mom-to-be shared a glimpse
from her shoot life.  Along with the picture, Anushka wrote,
"Looks like there’s a dress code on set today" followed by
a funny emoji. On Friday, preggers Anushka a candid pic-
ture of herself enjoying "chai time" with her father.

SHILPA SHETTY, RAJ KUNDRA CELEBRATE 11TH WEDDING
ANNIVERSARY IN SWEETEST WAY POSSIBLE

Shilpa Shetty and Raj Kundra have completed 11 years of togetherness today. The two
rang in their special day with adorable wishes for one another. While Shilpa shared a
photo of them with a soulful wish, Raj went a step ahead and made a fun video. Shilpa
shared a picture in which she, posing in a white t-shir t, lay her head on Raj, who was
seen in a green t-shir t. The two looked too much in love as they posed for the selfie.
Sharing the image, Shilpa wrote, "No filter LOVE. The REAL DEAL. As we complete 11
years today, I still have eyes only for you (and on you). Somethings never change. What
was... STILL IS! Whoa! 11 years and not counting!" Shilpa also shared how she ad-
dresses Raj. "Happy Anniversary, my Cookie, @rajkundra9," she posted.
Shilpa also shared a fun video which Raj originally posted. Their images are
photoshopped in the cute, hilarious clip. Posting it, Shilpa wrote, "Ha ha ha. Sunday
binging on this! Now this is why it works... I love this craaayyy husband of mine. Happy
Anniversary, Cookie!"
"I Love you and I will always Love you @theshilpashetty till I die and if there is life after
that I will continue to Love you. Happy Anniversary my darling #11years #Anniver-
sary #Eternal #loveyou," Raj had originally posted.
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Jaan Kumar Sanu's mother reacts
to Kumar Sanu's statement on

their son's 'upbringing'

Bhumi Pednekar's 'Durgavati' is now 'Durgamati', Akshay
Kumar unveils poster, announces streaming date

Akshay Kumar finally announces the streaming date of Bhumi Pednekar
starrer Durgamati. The horror film which was earlier titled Durgavati
is an Amazon Original and has Bhumi playing the titular role. In the
poster shared by Akshay, the actor is seen giving an intense look on
the mirror with smeared vermillion and a nath. The tagline of the film
is 'The Myth' and will be streamed from December 11, 2020, on Ama-
zon Prime Video.
Akshay shared the poster with the announcement on his Instagram
page and captioned it as "Are you ready?. Meet #DurgamatiOnPrime
on Dec 11, @PrimeVideoIN @bhumipednekar @ashokdirector
#BhushanKumar @ivikramix @tseries.official @abundantiaent
@arshad_warsi  @senguptaj isshu @MahieGi l lOnl ine
@karankapadiaofficial @shikhaarif.sharma @babita.ashiwal."

Durgamati also stars Arshad Warsi, Jisshu Sengupta, Mahie Gill,
Karan Kapadia and others in pivotal roles. The film is directed by
Ashok and produced by Akshay Kumar's Cape of Good Films, T-Se-
ries' Bhushan Kumar, Krishan Kumar and Abundantia Entertainment's
Vikram Malhotra.
Akshay and Bhumi had earlier collaborated as actors in Toilet: Ek
Prem Katha.  Durgamati is repor tedly the Hindi remake of the South
film Bhagamathie, which originally starred Anushka Shetty in the lead
role. The 2018 horror movie revolved around a woman trapped in a
haunted house amidst her interrogation in a corruption case.
The Bhumi Pednekar starring film has been shot at real locations in
Madhya Pradesh. She is playing the role of an IAS officer in the movie.
Mahie has also been roped in for the role of a cop in the film.

SANA KHAN CHANGES HER NAME AFTER GETTING
MARRIED TO MUFTI ANAS, MORE WEDDING PICS OUT

Sana Khan, who got married to Surat-based Anas Sayed, has now
changed her name after turning Mrs. Sayed. She has shared her new
name on Instagram as Saiyed Sana Khan.
More images from her wedding are also out now. In the images, Sana
was seen in a red lehenga. She was seen in a huge gold and pearl
necklace, matching earrings and maangtika. Her bridal makeup was
also on-point.
Sana had shared the first picture from her wedding. She looked like a
vision in a white gown and covered herself with an abaya. The former
actress and 'Bigg Boss 6' ex-contestant took to her Instagram page
and shared the official wedding photo with Anas.
In the photo, the former actor who quit showbiz in October this year
looked beautiful in a red lehenga choli with gold jewellery set. She
captioned her post stating, "Loved each other for the sake of Allah.

Married each other for the sake of Allah. May Allah keep us united in
this Duniya. And reunite us in jannah. Fabi ayyi ala-e rabbekumaa
tokazzebaan. Which of the favours of your lord will u deny #sanakhan
#anassayed #nikah #married #20thnov #alhumdulillah."
While quitting showbiz, Sana penned a prolonged note which read as
"I am at an impor tant juncture in my life. For years, I have been living
the Showbiz (Film Industry) life, and during this time I have been
blessed with all kinds of fame, honour and wealth from my fans for
which I am grateful to them. But, for the last few days, a thought has
kept me occupied. I have been wondering, does one take bir th only to
earn wealth and fame for oneself? Isn't it a moral responsibility of
humans to serve or suppor t those who are helpless or needy?
Shouldn't people think about what will happen to them in the after-life
since one can die at any given time?"

Days after Kumar Sanu's statement on Jaan Kumar Sanu's
upbringing, his ex-wife Rita Bhattacharya, who raised Jaan
on her own, has reacted to his statement. She has stated
that there was 'no need to create propoganda'.
In an interview with Times of India, Rita refused to talk
about Kumar Sanu, clearing that he has not been in touch
since 27 years.  "He can't be a topic of discussion for me.
Also, I feel whatever he said in the first video about Jaan
and me, he actually answered to all those people who
have been questioning Jaan on nepotism. Because of com-
ments against Jaan in the first video, everyone got an
answer whether Jaan is a nepo kid or not. Secondly, what-
ever he said in both the videos was his choice, the way he
said was his opinion," she said.
"But as a mother I must tell you that when you are of-
fended by someone and you're saying something about a
person, you don't forget the relationship. For example here
if I am talking about Nikki, she is not related to me, she's
like my child but not related to me," added Rita.
She also asked Kumar Sanu to realize he was talking about
his own son. "Kumar Sanu should have realised that he is
talking about his own son. There was no need to create
propaganda. I don't want sympathy in this case, nor do I
want to take advantage of this situation that if he has said
something, then I will retaliate. I am very happy in my life,
so are my children. They are doing absolutely fine in their
careers. They are very much established, educated, good
people. I don't want to say anything which I have to sit and
cor rect tomorrow," she shared. Kumar Sanu had reacted
to Jaan's comments on remarks against Marathi language
on the show 'Bigg Boss 14'. In a video, Kumar said in Hindi
that Mumbai and Maharashtra made him what he is and
he could never belittle the Marathi language. "I heard that
my son, Jaan, said something very wrong that never
crossed my mind or could have crossed my mind in these
41 years. Maharashtra, Mumbai and Mumba devi blessed
me and gave me name, fame and everything else. I can
never think such things about that same Mumba devi and
Maharashtra. I love and respect all languages of India. I
have sung songs in di f ferent languages," he said,
Hindustan Times repor ted.  Kumar also said he has not
been living with Jaan for the last 27 years and did not
know about the upbringing he had received from his mother,
Rita Bhattacharya.  He said, "I have not been with my son
for 27 years. We have been living separately for 27 years.
I don’t know about the upbringing his mother gave him and
I don’t understand how he could have said such a thing. I
am sorr y. As a father, I can only apologise to you all."  On
Wednesday night, Jaan issued an apology on the show as
well.  The video of Jaan's apology begins with Bigg Boss
telling Jaan that discrimination of any kind is not tolerated
on the show. "Namaste, mera naam Jaan Kumar Sanu hai.
Maine kuch dino pehle, anjaane mein hi sahi, magar maine
ek galti ki, jisse Marathi logon ko, aur unke sentiments ko
thes pahunchi hai. Main iss baat ke liye sincerely sorry
kehna chahunga. Mera bilkul bhi intention nahi tha ke main
Marathi logon ko thes ya chot pahunchaun. Agar mere
intentions galat aaye hain saamne se, toh main uske liye
tahe dil se maafi maangna chahunga. Bigg Boss I am re-
ally sorry ke maine aapko sharminda kiya hai, aur main
aage se yeh baat bilkul repeat nahi karunga (Namaste,
my name is Jaan Kumar Sanu. A few days ago, I unknow-
ingly made a blunder that has hur t the sentiments of
Marathi people. I am sincerely sorry  about this. It was never
my intention to offend the Marathi people. If my comments have been
perceived as negative, I would like to apologise for them. I
would also like to apologise to Bigg Boss for harming the
show’s reputation, and will repeat this mistake)."



KAPIL DEV PICKS MS DHONI AS KEEPER IN KAPIL
XI TEAM, SAYS 'NO ONE CAN TOUCH HIS SPOT'

INDIA VS AUSTRALIA – HEAD-TO-
HEAD, PAST RECORDS IN ODI

From lighting fast stumpings to taking almost accurate DRS - Mahendra
Singh Dhoni cannot go wrong when it comes to wicketkeeping, and
surely, the former India captain has proved the same on multiple
occasions. So when Kapil Dev was asked to pick his 'Kapil XI team,'
there is no doubt that the World Cup winner picked the other trophy win-
ner as a keeper. In a recent interaction with Bollywood actress Neha
Dhupia on her 'No Filter Neha' Saavn original podcast, Kapil Dev picked
Dhoni as the player whose spot no one can take. On asked to name his
team, Kapil Dev said: "There’s a Test match is different, there's a one day
cricket is different. ODI…if I have to pick, I would say definitely Sachin Tendulkar,
Virender Sehwag, Virat Kohli, will be there, Rahul Dravid will be there, Yuvraj
will be there. "Wicket Keeper is only Dhoni. Nobody can touch his

spot," the former India captain added. "You have Zaheer Khan, you
have Sreenath. Recently Bhumrah, I can say. He's done extremely
well. Anil Kumble, all-time great spinner, and Harbhajan. These are the
cricketers who come to my mind very much there," he added. Kapil Dev
and MS Dhoni are only the two Indian captains who have led India to
World Cup victories so far. India had won the 1983 ODI World Cup under
Kapil Dev and years later MS Dhoni-led India to the T20I World Cup win in
2007 and followed it up with the 2011 ODI World Cup win as well. As for
the wicketkeeper, MS Dhoni, who retired from international cricket,
had announced in Chennai Super Kings' (CSK) last IPL game this
season that he would return in the Indian Premier League (IPL) next
year as it is only five months away.

'TEAM INDIA ARE GOING TO BE MISSING A BIG PIECE OF THEIR
TEAM': DAVID WARNER ABOUT THIS PLAYER

Before the announcement of the squad to travel to Australia, Team
India were faced with many injured players during the Indian Premier
League (IPL). However, there were some players, whoes injury could
impact the whole team.
Rohit Sharma's absence is a big loss for the Indian team feels Austra-
lia batsman David Warner. However, he asser ted that the visitors are
well equipped to have in-form replacements.
Rohit is currently at NCA in Bengaluru undergoing rehabilitation for
the hamstring injury sustained in the recently concluded Indian Pre-
mier League (IPL). The Mumbai Indians skipper has been rested for
the white-ball leg of the Australia tour and will be a par t of the Test
squad. "He's a big piece of their team they're going to be missing, but
they've got great in-form guys, KL Rahul, Shikhar Dhawan and Mayank
[Agarwal]. These guys played in the IPL, so you've got guys in good
touch and great talent and depth in Indian cricket to take that position
of Rohit," ESPNcricinfo quoted Warner as saying.
"He's a big hole in their team up the top, but you've got guys who can
replace him who are in form that will do a good enough job, if not
better, as we saw in India," he added. Also, the Indian skipper Virat
Kohli will be playing just one Test against Australia and will then head
back home after being granted paternity leave by the BCCI.

India and Australia will square off against each other in three ODIs,
three T20Is, and four Tests. The tour will commence with the three-
match ODI series, slated to begin in Sydney from November 27.
After the white-ball leg, both sides will shift their attention to the
longest format of the game. The first Test between India and Australia
will be a day-night contest at Adelaide Oval. The four-match series
will be a par t of the World Test Championship (WTC). Australia are on
top of the standing while India is at the second position after ICC
altered the points system for WTC due to the coronavirus pandemic.

After the Indian Premier League (IPL), all actions now shifts
to international cricket where India are all set to take on
Australia in the series Down Under from November 27. The
full-fledged tour comprises of three ODIs, as many T20Is
and four Test matches. As far the two powerhouses are con-
cerned, Australia have dominated the head-to-head record
in ODIs with 78 victories in 145 ODI matches. With 52 games
going in India’s favour, 15 clashes were washed out due to
rain or other external factors.  While this record could give a
boost to the Aussie side, but the recent rise of India in ODI
cricket could prove to be tough for the host. 
Head-to-head record
Games played – 145
Won by Australia – 78
Won by India – 52
Matches with no result – 15

Timeline of Rohit & Ishant's injuries
as Ravi Shastri says they both should
arrive in Australia as soon as they can
I t seems the ambiguity around Rohit Sharma's injury is not going to end
soon. Four days after Rohit Sharma began his fitness training at the
National Cricket Academy (NCA) in Bengaluru, Team India head coach
Ravi Shastri talking to ABC sport said that it will get difficult for both Rohit
and Ishant Sharma to feature in the test series if their recoveries take
time. "He's going through some tests at the NCA and they're obviously
going to decide [for] how long he needs to take a break. But things could
get difficult if he's asked to wait for too long, [because] then you're talking
of the quarantine again, which might make it really tough for even him
to come just in time for the Test series," said Shastri. While Ishant
sharma had started bowling after recovering from his oblique muscle
tear under the watchful eyes of Paras Mhambre and Rahul Dravid. The
questions still remain on Rohit's fitness even after him playing well in
the last three games for Mumbai Indians, and was moving and running
well as he scored a match-winning 68 in the IPL final.

THIS 'MOST RELIABLE PLAYER' OF
IPL SHOULD HAVE BEEN PART OF

INDIA'S SQUAD, SAYS BRIAN LARA
The Indian Premier League (IPL) saw a lot of budding talent
and some who even made it to the Indian squad, however,
former West Indies skipper Brian Lara feels that there is one
player who should have been par t of the team that is in
Australia for the series Down Under. Lara believes Mumbai
Indians' (MI) 'most reliable player' Suryakumar Yadav should have
been included in India's squad for the Australian tour, which gets under-
way on Friday. Suryakumar has scored 5,326 runs at an average of
44.01 in 77 first-class matches while he has amassed 3,492 runs from
165 T20s games averaging at 32.33. The right-handed batsman had a
dream run in the recently concluded 13th edition of the Indian
Premier League (IPL) as he played a vital role in Mumbai Indi-
ans' fifth title win. Suryakumar stood like a wall batting at num-
ber three for Mumbai Indians. He scored 480 runs striking at
145.01 in 16 matches but the 30-year-old didn't find any place in
the Indian squad for the long multi-format tour.
Lara praised the right-handed batsman for his capability to bat under
pressure and had no hesitation in saying that the 'class player' should
have been in the Indian squad. "Yeah, definitely. He's a class
player. I don't just look at players that score runs, I look at
their technique, capabilities under pressure, positions that
they're batting and for me, Suryakumar Yadav has done such
a wonder ful job for Mumbai. He comes to bat on the back of
Rohit Sharma, and Quinton de Kock and every time, they are
under pressure, he comes in at No. 3," Lara said while speak-
ing on Star Spor ts show Cricket Connected.

Gary Kirsten is 'best coach we played under,' says Yuvraj Singh's heartfelt birthday wish
Gary Kirsten - the former head coach of Team India - had a highly fruitful tenure which culminated with the side lifting the World Cup af ter
28 years in 2011.  So today on his special day retired all-rounder Yuvraj Singh took to Twitter to wish the man on his 53rd bir thday today.
Posting an emotional picture of him and Kirsten af ter the World Cup triumph, Yuvraj wrote: "Wishing a very Happy Bir thday to @Gary_Kirsten
- the best coach we played under! Someone who knew how to build a rock-solid team and bring out the best from each player on the park.
Hope you're doing good and staying safe. Have a great year ahead!". While the Indian team was led by MS Dhoni, Yuvraj's all-round show
- 362 runs and 15 wickets, at averages of 90.50 with the bat and 25.13 with the ball had grabbed all attention. Apar t from being the coach
when India lif ted the 2011 trophy, Kirsten was also par t of the Team India set-up when they rose to the number one ranking in Tests in 2009.

Steve Smith is ready for Indian pacers: Australian assistant coach Andrew McDonald
From being concussed by a shor t-pitched delivery from Jofra Archer at Lord's last year and also bounced out several times by New
Zealand speedster Neil Wagner last summer, India are sure to subject Steve Smith to a bouncer barrage. However, Australia assistant
coach Andrew McDonald said on Sunday that the batsman is well-equipped to succeed against such strategy. The top-ranked Test
batsman can expect similar treatment from India but McDonald is unfazed by the prospect, pointing out that Smith bounced back from the
Lord's concussion with a double century at Old Trafford. "Even in one-day cricket and T20 cricket, he's been able to score runs with that
plan being adopted by opponents," said McDonald. "So, I don't necessarily see it as a weakness ... they (India) can keep approaching it
that way if they want." Virat Kohli and his men did try it when Australia played three one-day internationals in India earlier this year, and
a repeat of the ploy wouldn't surprise. "It's going to be a tactic a lot of bowling units will use against our top-line batters, especially with
four men out in one-day cricket," McDonald said.
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VIRTUAL FUNDRAISING CONCERT RAISES VITAL FUNDS FOR HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT

Coming Together by Staying Apart to Support Local Health Care Heroes

BRAMPTON—They may have been physically distanced, but over 2000 people gathered virtually on
Friday night to raise more than $460,000 for William Osler Health System’s (Osler) three hospitals and
show their suppor t for the front line health workers who’ve been working day and night since the pan-
demic began. For the first time in the event’s nine-year history, music fans and philanthropists came
together online for the annual Gala Benefit Concert in suppor t of William Osler Health System Foundation
(Osler Foundation).
“I never expected a year ago that we wouldn’t be all together in person celebrating this event, but we are
thrilled that so many joined us online to enjoy the reimagined show and pay tribute to our Health Care
Heroes,” said Ken Mayhew, President & CEO of William Osler Health System Foundation. “Access to
exceptional health care close to home has never been more impor tant. We are grateful for the sponsors,
donors and guests of our Gala Benefit Concer t—your suppor t will help fund urgently-needed pieces of
equipment and help our front line staff continue the fight against COVID-19.”
The popular event was presented by DG Group and featured an all-Canadian lineup including comedian
Jessica Holmes, who hosted the event, and music legend Sarah McLachlan, who per formed several of
her most-loved hits. Brampton Mayor Patrick Brown spoke to the dedication of local health care heroes
and hometown superstar Rober ta Battaglia, a recent Top10 finalist on America’s Got Talent, also per-
formed, while live and silent auctions gave concer t guests a chance to do some pre-holiday shopping.
“I’m delighted that we can once again suppor t this great cause and fabulous event, albeit in a different
format than usual,” said Darren Steedman, Vice-President, DG Group. “We are so for tunate to have
incredible, world class health care around the corner and we are proud to suppor t Osler and to pay tribute
to our Health Care Heroes as the presenting sponsor.”
The concer t included a special announcement of a matching gif t by the Dolan Family and their company
Dolan Foods — matching funds raised at the concert, up to $50,000.
The Gala Benefit Concer t is one of the most significant annual fundraisers for Osler Foundation, which
raises vital funds to purchase equipment for Brampton Civic Hospital, Etobicoke General Hospital and
Peel Memorial Centre for Integrated Health and Wellness. In Ontario, 100% of hospital equipment must be
funded by the community, making the success of events like the Gala Benefit Concer t crucial for ensuring
exceptional health care is available close to home.
“These are unprecedented times for us all but especially for health care workers who serve daily on the
frontlines of this pandemic,” said Dr. Naveed Mohammad, President and CEO, William Osler Health
System. “Our Health Care Heroes put their own personal fears aside in order to care for those in our
community who were diagnosed with COVID-19. There were long, hard days, and there continue to be I
am so incredibly proud of the dedication and determination of Osler staff, physicians and volunteers, and
the work of the Osler Foundation team in leading this stellar event in suppor t of our hospitals.”
Key facts about the William Osler Health System Foundation Gala Benefit Concer t:
* This year, the complimentary event raised more than $460,000 through sponsorships, donations and

auction items.
*  Funds raised contribute to equipment and redevelopment projects across Osler¡¦s three sites ¡VEtobicoke
General Hospital, Brampton Civic Hospital and Peel Memorial Centre for Integrated Health and Wellness.
*  Past per formances include Don Felder, formerly of the Eagles; Alan Doyle; Sam Rober ts Band; Bur ton
Cummings; Andre-Philippe Gagnon; the Barenaked Ladies; Colin James; Blue Rodeo; Natalie MacMaster;
Jann Arden and Sarah McLachlan.
The event is generously sponsored by DG Group (presenting sponsor), Enercare, LiUNA! Local 183,
Almag Aluminum Inc., Armour Insurance Brokers Ltd., Mrs. Lois Rice, M-O Freight Works, Mercedes-
Benz Brampton, S. Robinson & Associates of RBC Dominion Securities, and Sodexo Canada.
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